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SUNREEF YACHTS UNVEILS THE
SUNREEF SUPREME 68 EAGLE
WINGS
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The Sunreef Supreme 68 Eagle Wings is the first launch within the new Sunreef Supreme
Range. This spectacular sailing catamaran was premiered at this year’s Singapore Yacht
Show and attracted a lot of attention. It was the first time the industry has seen a sailing
catamaran under 24 meters in length with a total living space equaling 300 sqm – the kind
of comfort you would normally expect to find on a super yacht.
The Sunreef Supreme’s architecture revisits the way catamarans have been so far
designed. A new, radical concept of the super structure allows to keep the saloon and
exterior deck on the same level. As a result, Eagle Wings boasts an enormous main room
surrounded with floor to ceiling glass – a smooth, seamless space opening onto the
cockpit and giving direct access to the deck through sliding doors on both sides of the
yacht. The exterior and interior surfaces of the boat merge into one panoramic lounging
and dining area.

The yacht’s 65m² custom-designed main room combining shades of smoked oak and
deep blue, features a large well equipped galley and a dining area with easy access to
storage and one of the boat’s two wine coolers. A pop-up TV is installed in the cabinet
facing the large table for ten. Placed amidships is a vast lounge expertly utilizing the
boat’s impressive beam. The central seating area with immense sofas is surrounded with
an onyx-clad bar to portside and a card table to starboard. As Eagle Wings puts the
emphasis on music and entertainment, a karaoke system is installed and a large TV drops
down from the saloon’s ceiling. An upright piano is also placed in the bow part of the
room.
The layout comprises two beautifully appointed guest cabins with large private
bathrooms with stone tile finishing and two voluminous master suites. The portside
staircase features a custom-made stairlift as to facilitate cabin access for one of the
Owner’s older family members. The master cabins are spacious retreats, fitted with large
double beds, a sofa, a drop-down TV, a generous dressing and bathroom. The crew
quarters on Eagle Wings are roomy and comfortable. They will sleep three people in the
aft portside cabin and one in the boat’s ample forepeak.
Eagle Wings features an immense flybridge topped with an elegant bimini. This scenic
area is fitted with a bar, a large sofa and mattresses to obtain a vast dining and lounging
space of 65m2. The yacht’s front terrace is the place to relax on the large sun pads or to
enjoy a bath in the Jacuzzi.
The boat is equipped with an aft garage – featured on all the Sunreef Supreme 68’s. This
voluminous space allows to conveniently store a 5m tender and up to two jet-skis, diving
gear and sails. The garage door, when lowered, levels with the yacht’s aft platforms to
create an exterior lounging and sunbathing space. The boat’s mast is fixed at flybridge
level with a carbon-made transversal arch-shaped beam – an innovative system designed
to keep the saloon’s surface entirely open.
Sunreef Yachts’ latest concept was created to respond to a growing demand for more
personalized, comfortable and technically advanced units and embodies a very specific
philosophy of yacht creation. The Sunreef Supreme is an audacious line of yachts and
superyachts designed to become the world’s most comfortable and spacious range of
lifestyle-oriented boats.
The World Premiere of the Sunreef Supreme 68 Eagle Wings at the Singapore Yacht
Show

